New Book List – December 2023

**Adult Fiction:**

Abandoned in Death - J. D. Robb
An Evil Heart - Linda Castillo
Born to Hang - Terrence McCauley
California Golden - Melanie Benjamin
Let Us Descend: A Novel - Jesmyn Ward
Longhorns East - Johnny D. Boggs
The Wishing Bridge: A Novel - Viola Shipman
Sisters Under the Rising Sun - Heather Morris
Crown Jewel: A Simon Riske Novel - Christopher Reich

Malibu Burning - Lee Goldberg
On the Oregon Trail - Robert Vaughan
The Breakaway - Jennifer Weiner
The Hidden One - Linda Castillo
The Lucky Shamrock - Carolyn Brown

**Playaway Adult Fiction:**

After That Night - Karin Slaughter
Alchemy of a Blackbird - Claire McMillan
All About Love: New Visions - Bell Hooks
Enchanted to Meet You - Meg Cabot
Flags on the Bayou - Mary Kay Andrews
Happiness Falls - Angie Kim
Holly - Stephen King
Land of Milk and Honey - Pam C. Zhang
Blessing of the Lost Girls - Judith A. Jance
One Christmas Morning - Rachel Greenlaw
Mother-Daughter Murder Night - Nina Simon
Bright Lights, Big Christmas - Mary Kay Andrews
The Heaven & Earth Grocery Store - James McBride

Payback in Death - J. D. Robb
Such Kindness - Andre III Dubus
The Bitter Past - Bruce Borgos
The Little Liar - Mitch Albom
The Vaster Wilds - Lauren Groff
Wellness - Nathan Hill
Wreck the Halls - Tessa Bailey

**Playaway Adult Non-Fiction:**

Of Time and Turtles: Mending the World, Shell by Shattered Shell - Sy Montgomery
Be Useful: Seven Tools for Life - Arnold Schwarzenegger
Being Henry: The Fonz ... and Beyond - Henry Winkler